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A declaration of intent.
Discover a design that promises driving dynamism. Discover  
innovative technology that fulfils the promise. Discover new levels  
of quality and refinement. Discover Opel Insignia. 



The attention to detail.
The skill and refinement that has been invested  
in the  Opel Insignia is evident in every detail  
of the interior. 



The art of science.
A remarkable array of technologies enables  
Opel Insignia to respond to a driver’s wishes, 
adapting within milliseconds to the subtlest  
input or change in road conditions. Even the 
headlights can distinguish between different  
situations and react accordingly. 



The body language.
The way a person stands or moves reveals inner 
depths. This applies equally to the Opel Insignia 
Sports Tourer as it does to every other Insignia. 
There is an unmistakeable confidence about its 
relationship with the road that encourages  
enthusiastic driving.



A question of choice.
The new Opel Insignia is available as a four-door saloon, five-door hatchback, or Sports Tourer  
station wagon and in four versions: Essentia, Edition, Sport, and Cosmo. Each has been carefully 
styled to create its own ambience while sharing the intrinsic Insignia philosophy.
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Some illustrations in this brochure contain special equipment not included in standard delivery. The information contained in this brochure was accurate at the time of going to press. We reserve the 
right to make changes in design and equipment. The colours printed in the brochure only approximate actual colours. Illustrated optional equipment is available at extra charge. Availability, technical 
features, and equipment provided on our  vehicles can vary outside of the Federal Republic of Germany. Information about Design for Recycling, Take-Back points for End of Life Vehicles (ELVs), 
and the recycling of ELVs can be found on the Internet page www.opel.com. For precise information on the equipment provided on our vehicles, please contact your local Opel partner.

Adaptive Forward Lighting.
Headlamps with nine different lighting patterns which change 
automatically according to your driving situation.

Opel Eye.
Reads traffic signs which restrict speed or overtaking 
and displays them on your dashboard.

Adaptive 4x4.
On-demand all-wheel drive maintains stability and prevents 
traction loss before it can happen.

FlexRide (Adaptive Stability Technology). 
Three selectable driving modes, Sport, Tour, and Normal, 
with automatic override in extreme situations.

Drag coefficient. 
Underbody spoilers and airflow-optimized suspension 
components complement the sleek overall shape, resulting 
in a class-leading drag coefficient.

Ergonomic sports seat. 
The fully ergonomic sports seat adjusts 8 ways and provides 
additional 4-way lumbar support.

Discover the technology.

BiTurbo. 
Turbo technology for the highest efficiency: two staged 
turbochargers work in series, eliminating turbo lag and 
providing maximum power output with reduced emissions.

Top Tec. 
Nanotechnology for fresher and cleaner interiors. Special 
coatings make fabrics both stain-resistant and water-repellent 
without compromising their “breathing” qualities.
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